OpenMRS Fellows

2022 OpenMRS Fellows:

- Tendayi Mutangadura OpenMRS Product Management Fellow
- Nikesh Balami OpenMRS Community Management Fellow. Follow his fellowship journey on Talk.
- Bett Kipchumba OpenMRS Development Fellow
- Kakumirizi Daud OpenMRS Development Fellow. Follow his fellowship journey on Talk.
- Hadijah Kyampeire OpenMRS Development Fellow. Follow her fellowship journey on Talk.
- Nsereko Joshua OpenMRS QA Engineering Fellow. Follow his fellowship journey on Talk.
- Suruchi Dhungana OpenMRS Product Management Fellow. Follow her fellowship journey on Talk.

2021-2022 OpenMRS Fellows:

- Kakumirizi Daud OpenMRS Quality Assurance Fellow (April 2021 - March 2022). Follow his fellowship journey on Talk.
- Sharif Magembe OpenMRS Quality Assurance Fellow (April 2021 - March 2022). Follow his fellowship journey on Talk.

2021 OpenMRS Fellows:

- Suruchi Dhungana OpenMRS Product Management & Dev Fellow (November 2020-December 2021). Follow her fellowship journey on Talk.
- Juliet Wamalwa OpenMRS Dev Fellow (April -December 2021). Follow her fellowship journey on Talk.

2020-2021 OpenMRS Fellows

- Cliff Gita OpenMRS Dev Fellow (November 2020-June 2021). Follow his fellowship journey on Talk
- Moses Mutesasira OpenMRS Dev 3 Fellow/Mentor. (October 2020-June 2021) Follow his fellowship journey on Talk.

2020-2021 OpenMRS Fellow Mentors:

- Kaweesi Joseph OpenMRS QA/Dev 4 Mentor (October 2020-July 2021)
- Hadijah Kyampeire OpenMRS Dev 3 Fellow/Mentor. Follow her fellowship journey on Talk.